
1-day special excursion for ICN participants to 
explore the Fermentation town “Sawara(Chiba)”

Itinerary🚌

Have you ever heard of a beautiful town called Sawara in Chiba 
Prefecture?
In Sawara, you can enjoy a Japanese traditional streetscape and meet 
the fermentation artisans. 
In this tour, DMO TOKYO/Marunouchi, the destination marketing 
organization in Marunouchi and the Sawara Chamber of Commerce & 
Industry will guide you. 
Let’s explore the beauty of Sawara together!

8:00 Assemble at the Tokyo International Forum

8:45
Depart from the Bus terminal Tokyo Yaesu (High way 

express bus)

10:18 Arrive at Sawara station

10:40 Baba Honten Sake Brewery

  
 A brewery tour including a lecture by the owner and tasting & 

shopping

12:10
Lunch at “LE UN”, the restaurant renovated from a 150-

year-old storehouse

Taste fermented French cuisine🍽

14:00 The river cruise with panoramic views of Sawara

This cruising is enjoyable as a kotatsu (a table with a built-in 

heater covered with

a heavy blanket) is well placed on the boat.

　　　　 　

14:40 Shoujyo Soy sauce store, the tangible cultural property

Presentation by the owner and enjoy shopping

16:00 Tea break or explore around the town

17:42 Depart from Sawara station to Tokyo Station

19:31 Arrive back at Tokyo Station

Date : Sunday, 11 December 2022



How to take part in & inquiries:

If you are interested in, please feel free to email to
dmo_tokyomarunouchi@mec.co.jp no later than Tuesday 6 December

Note: The first 10 Respondents can Participate in.

DMO TOKYO/Marunouchi
Tomoko Yoshioka / Hiroaki Fujii

E-mail:dmo_tokyomarunouchi@mec.co.jp

Our website: http://tokyo-marunouchi.jp/en/
Facebook page: 

https://www.facebook.com/DMOTOKYOMarunouchi.japan/

Participation fee: 

JPY 9,450 yen ～

This participation fee includes 
-Round trip tickets from/to Tokyo and Sawara (3,800 JPY)
-Lunch at LE UN(3,850 JPY)
-River boat fare with a hot drink (1,800 JPY)
-An interpreter guide

This participation fee does NOT include
-Travel insurance (please sign-up insurance by your own if necessary)
-Expenses for souvenir, beverages at Lunch and café etc
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